A method for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program is provided by the disclosure. The method comprises the following steps: during playing of the multimedia broadcasting program, when a transcribing command is received, program contents cached in a preset caching area is transferred into a storage device of a mobile terminal, wherein the program contents cached in the caching area have been played when the transcribing command is received (101); and subsequent program contents that continue to be played in the multimedia broadcasting program are transcribed into the storage device. And an apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program is further provided by the disclosure. The problem in the prior art may be solved by applying the disclosure, and the problem is that, during a transcription process, a user does not make transcription operation until he/she has enjoyed a segment of the program, and the multimedia program contents finally generated will be incomplete.
When a transcribing command is received, program contents cached in a set caching area are transferred into a storage device of a mobile terminal, wherein the program contents cached in the caching area have been played when the transcribing command is received.

Subsequent program contents that continue to be played in a multimedia broadcasting program are transcribed into the storage device.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSCRIBING MULTIMEDIA BROADCASTING PROGRAM

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of multimedia technologies, particularly to a method and an apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the continuous development of electronic technologies, personally consumed electronic devices keep being improved. At present, more and more multimedia functions, such as: a multimedia broadcasting function, are integrated on personally consumed electronic devices like mobile terminals.

[0003] A mobile multimedia broadcasting technology represented by a mobile TV develops rapidly in the recent years. At present, a mobile multimedia broadcasting system used on a mobile terminal mainly shows two technical directions. The first is a stream media technology based on a cellular mobile communication network. Particularly, 3G and its evolved technologies raise Internet access rate of cellular mobile terminals and greatly improve user experience. Among them, the typical technologies, such as: a Media FLO (Forward link only) technology, may realize a mobile multimedia broadcasting system based on the 3G network. Another direction is a direct broadcasting reception mode based on a broadcasting network. It has many technical standards, such as: DVB-H (Digital Video Broadcasting-Handheld), DMB (Digital Media Broadcasting) originated from DAB (Digital Audio Broadcast)—European digital audio standard, CMMB (China Mobile Multimedia Broadcasting)—Chinese DTV terrestrial industry standards. The technical difference of these standards mainly lies in a system-side network structure, channel structure and other protocol layers, while their system architectures all adopt a broadcasting mode.

[0004] Due to the limitation of standby time of mobile terminals, users of mobile multimedia broadcasting service will not be in a standby mode online for a long time. In order that a mobile terminal not in the standby mode can still receive and play mobile multimedia broadcasting service, the prior art introduces a function for transcribing a mobile multimedia broadcasting program. The user transcribes his/her favored programs and stores them in a memory of his/her mobile terminal. After a mobile multimedia system receiver is shut off, he/she may still enjoy transcribed programs on the mobile terminal without linking cellular network data service or the broadcasting network, thereby saving power consumption of the terminal and cost of the user, and improving user experience.

[0005] The prior art mainly adopts a timely transcription method to transcribe mobile multimedia broadcasting programs, but the method has certain defects:

[0006] When a timely transcription method is adopted, transcription of the program is determined after a user has enjoyed a segment of the program although he/she does not need to acquire information of the broadcasting program in the course of transcription. As a result, the multimedia program contents finally generated are incomplete.

SUMMARY

[0007] An embodiment of the disclosure provides a method for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program, to solve the problem of the prior art that during a transcription process, a user does not decide transcription operation until he/she has enjoyed a segment of the program, resulting in incomplete multimedia program contents finally generated from the transcription. The method comprises:

[0008] during playing of the multimedia broadcasting program, when a transcribing command is received, transferring program contents cached in a set caching area into a storage device of a mobile terminal, wherein the program contents cached in the caching area have been played when the transcribing command is received; and

[0009] transcribing subsequent program contents that continue to be played in the multimedia broadcasting program into the storage device.

[0010] An embodiment of the disclosure also provides an apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program, to solve the problem of the prior art that during a transcription process, a user does not decide transcription operation until he/she has enjoyed a segment of the program, resulting in incomplete multimedia program contents finally generated from the transcription. The apparatus comprises:

[0011] a receiving module, configured to receive a transcribing command during playing of the multimedia broadcasting program;

[0012] a transferring module, configured to transfer program contents cached in a set caching area into a storage device of a mobile terminal, when the receiving module receives the transcribing command, wherein the program contents cached in the caching area have been played when the transcribing command is received; and

[0013] a transcribing module, configured to transcribe subsequent program contents that continue to be played in the multimedia broadcasting program into the storage device.

[0014] In the embodiment of the disclosure, the program contents that have been played are cached in the preset caching area, and when a transcribing command is received, the program contents cached in the preset caching area are transferred into the storage device of the mobile terminal. That is to say, when a transcribing command is received, part or all of the program contents that have been played when receiving the transcribing command may still be stored in the storage device of the mobile terminal. Compared with the timely transcription method in the prior art, it may realize relative completeness of the transcription of the multimedia broadcasting program and improve user experience in multimedia broadcasting service.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] FIG. 1 is a concrete flow diagram of a method for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program provided by an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0016] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of a concrete example of a method for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program provided by an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0017] FIG. 3 is the first structural schematic of an apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program provided by an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0018] FIG. 4 is the second structural schematic of an apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program provided by an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0019] FIG. 5 is a structural schematic of a transcribing module provided by an embodiment of the disclosure;
FIG. 6 is the third structural schematic of an apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program provided by an embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 7 is the fourth structural schematic of an apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program provided by an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In order to solve the problem of the prior art that during a transcription process, a user does not decide transcription operation until he/she has enjoyed a segment of the program, resulting in incomplete multimedia program contents finally generated from the transcription, an embodiment of the disclosure provides a method for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program which is applied to a mobile terminal. In the process, when the mobile terminal initiates a multimedia broadcasting service and plays a multimedia broadcasting program, the played multimedia broadcasting program is transcribed into a storage device of the mobile terminal. The concrete processing flow is shown in FIG. 1 and comprises the following steps.

Step S101: when a transcribing command is received, program contents cached in a set caching area are transferred into a storage device of a mobile terminal, wherein the program contents cached in the caching area have been played when the transcribing command is received.

Step S102: subsequent program contents that continue to be played in a multimedia broadcasting program are transcribed into the storage device.

In the flow as shown in FIG. 1, when step S101 is implemented, the caching area is set in the mobile terminal, which is configured to synchronously store the program contents that have been played during playing of the multimedia broadcasting program.

During implementation, in order to ensure smooth cache, the setting of attributes of the caching area shall meet the following conditions: setting a caching space of the caching area to be no greater than a present remaining storage space of the mobile terminal; and/or, setting a caching time of the caching area to be no greater than a preset caching time, wherein the preset caching time is a ratio of the present remaining storage space of the mobile terminal to a maximum space occupancy rate of the multimedia broadcasting program, i.e.: caching time = (present remaining storage space/ the maximum space occupancy rate of the multimedia broadcasting program).

Conventionally, the unit of the caching space is byte, the unit of the caching time is second(s), and the unit of the maximum space occupancy rate of the multimedia broadcasting program is byte/s.

As for the setting of the caching area, a user may be promoted to manually set a caching area when the user activates a mobile multimedia broadcasting service integrated by the mobile terminal in the first time, or when the mobile terminal is powered on in the first time after it leaves a factory. After the setting is completed, the setting will come into effect when the mobile multimedia broadcasting service is activated next time. Alternatively, relevant attributes of the caching area may be preset in the mobile terminal before it leaves a factory, or be set prior to activation of the multimedia broadcasting service each time during implementation based on content of the multimedia broadcasting program to be played each time.

When the program contents are cached in the preset caching area, there may be a plurality of caching modes. For example, a preferred caching mode is full caching area stack caching. In this method, the whole caching area is considered as an integral storage space and the program contents are stored in this storage space in order. When the program contents are greater than the caching space, the previously stored program contents will overflow in order of time, while part of the program contents that are greater than the caching space will be cached. For example, if the caching space is 30M and the currently played multimedia broadcasting program is 35M, then content from 0 M to 5M will overflow, while content from 30M to 35M will be cached. Another preferred caching mode is block-based stack caching, i.e.: the caching area is divided into a plurality of cache blocks. The method to cache program contents in each cache block is similar to the method to cache program contents in the whole caching area. When the program contents are greater than the caching space, priority is given to eliminate content in the first cache block in order of time, program contents are cached in the first cache block, followed by the second cache block, the third cache block . . . the Nth cache block . . . the first cache block, wherein N is a natural number. The process is circulated. During implementation, there may be other caching modes, which may be determined according to the actual situation.

During implementation, the storage device in steps S101 and S102 may be a built-in memory of the mobile terminal, or a plug-in auxiliary memory, such as: a mobile hard disk drive, a universal serial BUS flash disk, or a compact disk.

From step S101, it may be learnt that during implementation, the program contents that have been played may be cached in the preset caching area, and when the transcribing command is received, the program contents cached in the caching area are transferred into the storage device of the mobile terminal. That is to say, when the transcribing command is received, part or all of the program contents that have been played when receiving the transcribing command may still be stored in the storage device of the mobile terminal. Compared with the timely transcription method in the prior art, it may realize relative completeness of the transcription of the multimedia broadcasting program and improve user experience in the multimedia broadcasting service.

In the flow as shown in FIG. 1, when step S102 is implemented, the subsequent program contents that continue to be played are transcribed into the storage device. For the moment, the caching area may continue to cache the played multimedia broadcasting program, and of course, may choose not caching it subject to an actual situation. When transcribing the whole multimedia broadcasting program, the file of the program contents transferred into the storage device and the file of the subsequently transcribed program contents are combined into a single file. In other words, the two files are merged into one file, to facilitate user's enjoyment and improve user experience.

During implementation, when the mobile terminal terminates the multimedia broadcasting service, it will release the storage space of the preset caching area to save the occupied system resources. Certainly, prior to the termination of the multimedia broadcasting service, transcription is not limited to one multimedia broadcasting program and a plurality of multimedia broadcasting programs may be transcribed in order, provided that the storage space of the storage device of the mobile terminal is not exceeded.

The method for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program provided by an embodiment of the disclo-
sure is applicable to present broadcasting methods, such as: a stream media method based on a cellular mobile communication network, and a direct broadcasting reception method based on a broadcasting network.

[0035] Further, compared with the fixed-time transcription frequently applied at present, the method for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program provided by an embodiment of the disclosure does not need to acquire information about program broadcasting parameters before the transcription. The operation is simple and less complex and improves user experience.

[0036] Now a concrete example is given. In the example, the storage device of the mobile terminal is a 2 GBT-flash card, the program contents are cached in a manner of the block-based dynamic caching, the caching time set by the user is 60 s, the format of the multimedia broadcasting program transcribed by the mobile terminal is a video coding format of 3G stream media common to mobile terminals, the video code rate is 224 kbps, the image standard is common standard image format QCIF (Quarter common intermediate format), such as: 176*144, an audio code rate is 32 k, a total audio and video code rate is 256 Kbps, and the size of the caching space is calculated with the following formula:

Caching space (MB)=(Total audio and video code rate (Kbps)*38*Caching time(s))/1024.

[0037] By taking the foregoing parameters for example, the caching space may be calculated to be 1.875 MB. Supposing the files stored in the 2 GBT-flash card are empty, it may be judged that 60 s of cache setting condition is effective to this mobile terminal.

[0038] If the number of the blocks in the caching area is set to be five, then each storage unit is 0.375 MB (3 Mbit), equivalent to a storage time of approximately 12 s. After the multimedia broadcasting program is started, the processing flow of the mobile terminal is as shown in FIG. 2.

[0039] Step S200: the caching time set by the user is 60 s.

[0040] Step S201: the mobile terminal dynamically caches the program contents.

[0041] Step S202: when the transcribing command is received, the program contents in the caching area are transferred into the storage device of the mobile terminal.

[0042] Step S203: the mobile terminal performs write operation on the basis of the cache file to transcribe the program contents that are continued to be played at present after the transcribing is completed.

[0043] Step S204: after the playing of the mobile multimedia broadcasting service ends, 1.875 MB of the storage space in the caching area is released.

[0044] During implementation of step S201, the size of each cache block is set to be 3 Mbit. After the cache data occupy the whole space of 1.875 MB, the 3 Mbit program contents cached in the first cache block are eliminated, and the caching is continued. Subsequently, the program contents cached in the first, second, fourth and fifth cache blocks are replaced with new program contents one after another, and then the process is circulated.

[0045] Based on one same inventive concept, an embodiment of the disclosure also provides an apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program, as shown in FIG. 3, which comprises:

[0046] a receiving module 301, configured to receive a transcribing command during playing of the multimedia broadcasting program;

[0047] a transferring module 302, configured to transfer program contents cached in a set caching area into a storage device of a mobile terminal, when the receiving module 301 receives the transcribing command, wherein the program contents cached in the caching area have been played when the transcribing command is received; and

[0048] a transcribing module 303, configured to transcribe subsequent program contents that continue to be played in the multimedia broadcasting program into the storage device.

[0049] In an embodiment, with a structure as shown in FIG. 4, the apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program may also comprise:

[0050] a first setting module 401, configured to set a caching space of the caching area to be no greater than a present remaining storage space; and

[0051] a second setting module 402, configured to set a caching time of the caching area to be no greater than a preset caching time, wherein the preset caching time is a ratio of the present remaining storage space of the mobile terminal to a maximum space occupancy rate of the multimedia broadcasting program.

[0052] In an embodiment, with a structure as shown in FIG. 5, the transferring module 302 may comprises:

[0053] a first caching sub-module 501, configured to cache the program contents of the multimedia broadcasting program in a full caching area stack caching manner during the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program;

[0054] a second caching sub-module 502, configured to cache the program contents of the multimedia broadcasting program in a block-based stack caching manner during the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program; and

[0055] a transferring sub-module 503, configured to transfer the program contents cached in the first caching sub-module 501 or the second caching sub-module 502 into the storage device.

[0056] In an embodiment, with a structure as shown in FIG. 6, the apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program may also comprise:

[0057] a combining module 601, configured to combine the program contents transferred into the storage device and the subsequently transcribed program contents into a single file after the transcribing is completed.

[0058] In an embodiment, with a structure as shown in FIG. 7, the apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program may also comprise:

[0059] a releasing module 701, configured to release the storage space of the caching area after the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program ends.

[0060] In an embodiment, with a structure as shown in FIG. 3, the apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program is integrated into a mobile terminal.

[0061] In the embodiment of the disclosure, the program contents that have been played are cached in the preset caching area, and the program contents stored in the caching area are transferred into the storage device of the mobile terminal when a transcribing command is received. That is to say, when a transcribing command is received, part or all of the program contents that have been played when receiving the transcribing command may still be stored in the storage device of the mobile terminal. Compared with the timely transcription method in the prior art, it may realize relative completeness of the transcription of the multimedia broadcasting program and improve user experience in multimedia broadcasting service.
Further, when transcribing the whole multimedia broadcasting program, the file of the program contents transferred into the storage device and the file of the subsequently transcribed program contents are combined into a single file, to facilitate user’s enjoyment and improve user experience.

Further, compared with the fixed-time transcription frequently applied at present, the method for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program provided by the embodiment of the disclosure does not need to acquire detailed information about program broadcasting parameters like program starting time and end time before the transcription. The operation is simple and less complex and improves user experience.

Apparently, those skilled in the art may make changes and modifications to the disclosure without departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosure. If these changes and modifications to the disclosure fall within the scope of the claims of the disclosure and identical art, then the disclosure also intends to cover these changes and modifications.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program, comprising:
   - during playing of the multimedia broadcasting program, when a transcribing command is received, transferring program contents cached in a set caching area into a storage device of a mobile terminal, wherein the program contents cached in the caching area have been played when the transcribing command is received; and
   - transcribing subsequent program contents that continue to be played in the multimedia broadcasting program into the storage device.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of setting the caching area comprises:
   - setting a caching space of the caching area to be no greater than a present remaining storage space of the mobile terminal; and/or, setting a caching time of the caching area to be no greater than a preset caching time; wherein the present caching time is a ratio of the present remaining storage space of the mobile terminal to a maximum space occupancy rate of the multimedia broadcasting program.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the program contents are cached in the caching area in a manner of full caching area stack caching and/or block-based stack caching.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the storage device comprises a built-in memory of the mobile terminal, and/or a plug-in auxiliary memory.

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   - combining the program contents transferred into the storage device and the subsequently transcribed program contents into a single file after the transcribing is completed.

6. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   - releasing the caching space of the caching area after the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program ends.

7. An apparatus for transcribing a multimedia broadcasting program, comprising:
   - a receiving module, configured to receive a transcribing command during playing of the multimedia broadcasting program;
   - a transferring module, configured to transfer program contents cached in a set caching area into a storage device of a mobile terminal, when the receiving module receives the transcribing command, wherein the program contents cached in the caching area have been played when the transcribing command is received; and
   - a transcribing module, configured to transcribe subsequent program contents that continue to be played in the multimedia broadcasting program into the storage device.

8. The apparatus according to claim 7, further comprising:
   - a first setting module, and/or a second setting module;
   - wherein the first setting module is configured to set a caching space of the caching area to be no greater than a present remaining storage space; and
   - wherein the second setting module is configured to set a caching time of the caching area to be no greater than a preset caching time, wherein the preset caching time is a ratio of the present remaining storage space of the mobile terminal to a maximum space occupancy rate of the multimedia broadcasting program.

9. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the transferring module further comprises:
   - a first caching sub-module, a second caching sub-module and a transferring sub-module;
   - wherein,
     - the first caching sub-module is configured to cache the program contents of the multimedia broadcasting program in a full caching area stack caching manner during the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program;
     - the second caching sub-module is configured to cache the program contents of the multimedia broadcasting program in a block-based stack caching manner during the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program; and
     - the transferring sub-module is configured to transfer the program contents cached in the first caching sub-module or the second caching sub-module into the storage device when the receiving module receives the transcribing command.

10. The apparatus according to claim 7, further comprising:
    - a combining module, configured to combine the program contents transferred into the storage device and the subsequently transcribed program contents into a single file after the transcribing is completed.

11. The apparatus according to claim 7, further comprising:
    - a releasing module, configured to release the storage space of the caching area after the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program ends.

12. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the apparatus is integrated into the mobile terminal.

13. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
    - releasing the caching space of the caching area after the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program ends.

14. The method according to claim 3, further comprising:
    - releasing the caching space of the caching area after the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program ends.

15. The method according to claim 4, further comprising:
    - releasing the caching space of the caching area after the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program ends.

16. The method according to claim 5, further comprising:
    - releasing the caching space of the caching area after the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program ends.

17. The apparatus according to claim 8, further comprising:
    - a releasing module, configured to release the storage
space of the caching area after the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program ends.

18. The apparatus according to claim 9, further comprising: a releasing module, configured to release the storage space of the caching area after the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program ends.

19. The apparatus according to claim 10, further comprising: a releasing module, configured to release the storage space of the caching area after the playing of the multimedia broadcasting program ends.

* * * * *